XI
MAKING THE BEST OF HARD TIMES
1933 - 1940
"The gin-guzzling, smart Alex student of the 1920s is forgotten, now a character in the pages of history," ran an editorial in
Mack MacherisBrand of December 2,1936. "Joe College of our
day wants security first," the article continued. It may be said
in truth that student generations, like most of their contemporaries in society generally, were relatively conservative in
those years, even though it was the era of the New Deal and
reform on a national scale. At times students reflected some of
the rancor and bitterness that was in evidence in their time;
but in general the innate hope and buoyancy of youth prevailed
in them. I do not recall many cynics in the student groups of
those times. The prevailing attitude was that, although times
were difficult, better days surely were ahead, and alert young
men and women must be prepared to seize upon them.
Notwithstanding a modicum of recovery during the middle
and late 1930's, students and faculty alike felt impelled to
continue the economies of the deep depression years. Some
three score of our students profited by the NYA during several
years and a large percentage of others worked part time; many
of them worked too much. A large number had considerable
work experience before they came. Information about them one
year showed that one had been a sheep herder, another had
made speeches in Spanish in a political campaign, a number
had worked in oil fields and carbon black plants, and others
worked with construction gangs and surveying crews. Perhaps
the most unique vocation represented among them was that of
dynamiter of rattlesnake dens. The university employment
service helped many of them secure work in Abilene, but a
greater number found work for themselves. They worked as
salesmen, elevator boys, delivery men, printers, turkey pick145
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ers, pecan pickers, waiters, night watchmen, and soda skeets.
Many girls found work as typists, baby sitters, housekeepers,
and saleswomen. Hendrick Hospital, the State Hospital, and
the Hilton (Windsor) Hotel employed numbers of students. In
the late thirties conditions improved. In the fall of 1938, 303
students had some sort of employment, about one-half of those
enrolled. It seemed imperative that the university continue to
give many scholarships.
Students continued to spend relatively little money. The
Corral was re-floored for skating, and skating was more fun
and more economical than picture shows. All-university functions such as Hallowe'en parties and the Christmas tree parties were well attended. As I recall, a quarter was the price
each student or teacher should pay for the Christmas present
he supplied for the occasion, and some presents were of such
nature that the recipient might be willing to pay a quarter to be
rid of them. But everybody had fun. "Crawfish" or "Sadie
Hawkins" week, when the girls were supposed to date the boys,
proved popular. Perhaps the most unique of all university
occasions in 1939 was when Jack Dean, president of the student body, crowned his wife, Frances (Sibley) Dean, college
queen.
During these years, as in others, the "Branding Iron" and
other gossip columns carried running comments about students, some of which may have been libelous. Readers, however, devoured these tidbits with relish and the parties
maligned rarely protested. Indeed, for many collegians then as
now about the worst punishment that can be meted out is to
ignore them. The administration discouraged campus yellow
journalism, but the students insisted that without it the Brand
would for most students be as insipid as sweetened water.
There was a modicum of grumbling through Brand columns
and other outlets. A favorite subject of complaint was the
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emptiness and nothingness of chapel programs; a criticism
that at times was warranted. There was often student participation in chapel, but this fact did not lessen the grumbling. To
maintain a high quality of programs and hold the interest of
students five days a week was far more difficult than to maintain the two-day program now in effect. Responsibility for
chapel in those years fell mainly on the university administrative officers. Some of us were aware that a chapel committee
might have been of substantial aid, and teachers were often
used and students also in the planning; but administrative
officers carried such responsibilities in that era and teachers
had more time to prepare their work, conduct their classes,
grade their papers, and confer with their students. The committee system, which has come to prevail in Hardin-Simmons
as in most other colleges in recent years, offers certain advantages. It is democratic, in that it permits young and obscure
faculty and staff members to have a voice in affairs, gives them
a sense of belonging and of sharing in accomplishments.
Furthermore, it sometimes brings out latent talent that
otherwise would not be discovered. On the other hand, it is
costly in time and effort and often proves inefficient; for in most
cases three, five, or a dozen people are working on an assignment that any one of them could do better and in less time than
it takes the committee. Still the committee system prevails.
Back to the subject of chapel. There is a measure of risk in
almost any chapel program, whether the program is in the
hands of students, faculty, or visitors (Chapel is the term used
universally in those years, although the word assembly applies
to a majority of the programs). I have worn slick the seat of my
trousers, fidgeting, while some visitor, who might have
brought a passable message, used half of his twenty minutes,
(about all the time that could be given a speaker) in trivial
statements and an effort at humor, and then failed miserably
in trying to make a twenty-minute speech in ten. Humor is a
wonderful tonic, and out of a crowd of six hundred a few people
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will laugh at the feeblest attempts. But there is only one Will
Rogers in a century. I recall an editorial in the Brand, larded
with sarcasm, complaining at students because they did not
laugh at the visiting speakers' jokes!
Happily such disappointing presentations were more the
exception than the rule, and I am grateful for many contributions of students, teachers, and friends in the form of chapel
programs. There were inspiring speeches and other programs
with force and luster. Then, as now, some students sought to
avoid chapel. But when ex-students gather and review the
Simmons years, they remember most vividly experiences at
chapel, and will agree that they can never live long enough to
get beyond the periphery of the influence of men like D. M.
Wiggins, Julius Olsen, and Jefferson Davis Sandefer.
It was not often that students dared bring the names of the
faculty into their comments. J. G. Morrow had that temerity in
an article in the Brand of November 26, 1936. He did not
actually call names, but a number of teachers could identify
themselves from his descriptions. One waited until after the
bell rang to make his assignments and, since the interim between classes in those years was only five minutes, his students
generally were late getting to the next teacher. Another let "a
few preachers run his class"; the favorite expression of another
was "so on and so forth," and there were times when he used it
ad nauseam; a certain teacher needed more "pep"; the jokes of
another fell flat; and one answered his own questions before
students had time to respond. Such items were the nearest
thing we had to the student evaluation of teachers that is
coming into use in these latter years.
Hazing diminished a little during the 1930's, but freshmen
flags still occasionally caused near-riots; and upperclassmen
still had to be on guard to "protect" their class officers in the
days preceding important class functions. In the hope that it
might take the flashlight off of freshmen, the freshman cap, or
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"beanie," was banned for a few years, but about the only result
was to provoke grumbling from sophomores and upperclassmen.
"Senior day," that is the program of February 22, wore out
during this era. It will be recalled that it had its beginning in
1911 or earlier. If it cannot be said that the administration put
an end to it, it is a fact that we saw the end coming and
(maliciously perhaps) hastened the day. Presidents and deans
are supposed to be just a little stupid about things outside their
own segment of thinking and operation; but with all their
dullness they often anticipate results that students fail to
foresee. This is not because the professor is smarter than the
student but because he has a perspective that the student
cannot have.
It will be recalled that during the 1920's upperclassmen
adopted the practice of ordering freshmen away from the campus for senior day. This left the campus "peaceful and calm" so
that the senior day exercises could be carried out in due and
ancient form with all the decorum that the occasion demanded.
Now, with some forty percent of the students away from the
campus, it seemed expedient to have a holiday for all students
after chapel. In fact, that practice had been observed even
before the days of the annual freshman exodus. Then the next
step seemed to be to make the entire day a holiday for everybody. So February 22, 1934, was declared a holiday. This
pleased the students greatly, but some of us with more experience knew that we were nearing the end of senior day. The
senior day programs for 1934 and 1935 were very well attended. That for 1936 was, by count as recorded in my journal,
attended by 42 seniors (just a little more than half of those in
residence) and 86 persons in the audience. After two or three
years more, the holiday was left out of the calendar, the seniors
had discontinued their annual program, and nobody protested
or lamented.
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Although they seemed quaint even in that day, the traditional senior day exercises — class history, prophecy, oration,
and announcement of the class gift — had come to be as much a
part of the way of life at Simmons as Prexy Sandefer's chapel
talks. And some of us hated to see the day pass into oblivion. As
I have explained, it was killed by too much zeal and class
rivalry rather than by indifference. If it could have been continued, ao it had been for years, as just a part of a regular day's
work, it might have been maintained even to this day. Certainly the administration could have used severe means and
put an end to all nonsense associated with it; but that too would
have put an end to the day or have destroyed its value.
The junior-senior banquet continued to be the premier social
occasion of the year. At least one senior class gave a show to aid
in paying for the senior gift. A new feature appeared in 1939,
"the junior jubilee." To help pay for the junior-senior banquet,
a group composed of student artists united under the banner of
the junior class (rather than that of the School of Music) to
produce a show that the audience called good.
For this occasion they featured Rex Felker, cowboy rope
artist; Jodene Probst, who was to become a professional entertainer under the name of Joe Allen; John D. Francis, Gene
Estes, and Ray Maddox with his orchestra. The following year
the jubilee was under the direction of the staunch team and
boon companions, Karl Bonneaux and Ralph Beard.
The lecture and artist program enabled students and
teachers to hear such persons as Frances Perkins, Secretary of
Labor; Admiral Richard Byrd, about his exploration of Little
America; Joseph Hoffman, pianist; Galli-Curci, soprano; Percy
Granger, pianist; and Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt in two lectures. An editorial in the Brand complained that students left
the auditorium during Miss Perkins' lecture. On the contrary,
Mrs. Roosevelt held every person in her audiences to the end. I
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recall that during an interview after one lecture she was asked
if her husband was going to run again, which would have been
for a third term. She answered quickly that she did not know.
Then they asked if she wanted him to run again, and she
answered that no woman who loved her husband would want
him to run for President, certainly not for a third term. The
Presidency, she said, was a man-killing job, and she certainly
would not want him to seek the post again. But he and he alone
would have to make that decision. I thought of that statement
several years later, when the President wore himself out in his
fourth term.
In spite of the emergencies of the depression years, the work
in the university continued to be good. There were fewer diversions to take students away from their work than we had
known in the garish twenties and were to meet with in the
years after World War II. Nena Kate Ramsey, Katharine Boyd,
and Mrs. Nora Everton produced impressive plays. For her
work in "Ghosts," Edelweiss Jenkens took first place in a state
dramatic tournament. The Southwest Journalism Congress
did not hold contests and rate its members, but the high quality
of Hardin-Simmons publications brought recognitions to its
journalists. In 1940 Editor Bob Murdoch and Journalism Professor Herschel Schooley were elected to head the congress. An
outstanding feature of the Brand for several years was Marvin
Miller's "Saddle Song." Occasionally he painted a vivid picture:
A new day whispers in the ear of night,
Then leans against the shadow-vested trees
A raven wheels a noisy flight, until
He measures space where fading stars have been.
It will be recalled that Pi Kappa Delta, a forensic honor
fraternity, had been established in the 1920's. Pi Gamma Mu,
an honor fraternity for the social sciences, was introduced on
the campus a little later. The era was one of but little change in
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college offerings. A broadcasting system restricted to the campus, with studios connected with Abilene station KRBC was
set up and a program for teaching radio speech established.
Professor Ford introduced a course on the psychology of adolescence; and new courses were added in business, journalism,
and speech. Principally for the benefit of persons not qualifying
in a foreign language, the Bachelor of Science Degree was first
offered in 1937. For the training of student teachers an elementary demonstration school was maintained for a few years.
Robert A. Collins, Chairman of the Department of Education,
was director of the training school.
Strange as it may seem, the only feature of Hardin-Simmons
University that never diminished during the depression era
was the athletic program. Let us sketch this subject from the
late 1920's. Emphasis was on football. Many students, exstudents, and friends enjoyed other contests, attended games,
and manifested keen interest; but football was the most popular sport. In 1926 coaches Victor Payne and Leslie Cranflll had
a relatively small squad, and the schedule then was kept
mainly in the Texas Conference. The record for the year was
good: seven victories, two ties, and one defeat, which added up
to a conference championship. It was in the Howard Payne
game that year, played at Brownwood, that freshman Rufus
Hyde and Ed. T. Cox, each intercepted a Howard Payne pass,
and raced for a touchdown and victory. Frank Bridges then
became head coach, Cranfill continuing as Bridges' assistant.
Bridges had won a Southwest Conference championship at
Baylor, and was one of the foremost coaches of the nation. A
stadium was built and plans were laid for more and better
athletics, football and basketball especially. Texas Christian
University and Southern Methodist University were on the
schedule. SMU barely beat us. We seemed to be on the way up.
In 1929 Hardin-Simmons defeated the University of Texas "B"
team at Fair Park Stadium, Abilene, 3 to 0. Texas had
scheduled the game as a "breather," sandwiched in a schedule
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between games with outstanding teams. It was a great victory
for the little school, but its impact would hurt the years ahead.
Texas did not schedule us thereafter; we were no longer in the
"breather" category.
Bridges' contract was not renewed, nevertheless, and Cranfill became head coach after the 1929 football season. Charles
(Potts) Anderson continued as assistant coach. The size of the
athletic squad was increasing; but, win or lose, gate receipts
were disappointing and athletic deficits rose. In an effort to
improve the situation, field lights were installed in the summer of 1930, they being among the first in the state, it said.
Forty gridsters reported for training, August 1931; but results in football for that and the following year were disappointing. Meanwhile the Cowboys won the conference title in
basketball five years in succession and won six out of seven
dual meets in tennis.
Still, football results were not up to expectations. In January
1934, Cranfill resigned and once again we were looking for a
coach. I was with the interviewing committee in that search for
a coach, and some facts brought out in our conversation with
several coaches who did us the favor to talk with us impressed
me greatly. In fact, I came to realize that college athletics,
football especially, had changed to a degree that even those of
us intimately associated with it had not comprehended.
The most interesting and informing man we talked with was
a veteran coach with Southwest Conference experience, a man
of refinement and genteel bearing, highly intellectual and
altogether capable. Coaches, he said, played to win, and understood that their survival depended on their doing so. They got
their players in one way: through loyal alumni, who sent in to
them select high school athletes, often with the commitment to
"take care of them." The coach would promise any sponsoring
alumnus to give "his boy" every opportunity and that if he
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"made good" in the fall try-outs to keep him on. If a promising
boy had no sponsoring athletic godfather, there were alumni to
whom the coach could turn for help. If a man built a promising
team, he would have to have the help of such men. The boys
would be expected to do some work, but that part of the deal
was no longer being stressed. Even after the loyal alumni had
done their part, or what they considered their part, the main
burden would be placed on the school and the community. A
number of the boys would not even have spending money and
about all the work they could do would be to earn that.
Thus, college football was becoming professionalized. Students generally realized that fact, which was one of the reasons
it was becoming more and more difficult to arouse enthusiasm
among student bodies in support of teams. "Let them play and
meet their end of the bargain and we'll do ours whenever we
feel like it," said typical collegians. "We are not paid to yell."
None of these men (and they were upstanding gentlemen)
seemed to consider any other factor than that of turning out
winning teams — nor did we of the committee. Certainly it was
understood that the playing must be fair and that men must be
taught the finest qualities of sportsmanship; but such questions as the future of the players, the interests of the student
body, the welfare of the school, discipline (except that pertaining to athletics), never entered into the discussions. Football
had become a show; teams were selected for their ability to win;
and the coach as the director of the show had to win if he held
his post.
As coach, this committee selected Frank Kimbrough, exCowboy and brilliant player of the class of 1926. As coach at
Plainview Baptist College and as mentor of the state junior
championship football team, Kimbrough had made a statewide
reputation. He was an ambitious coach and he was selected by
an ambitious committee. He wisely exacted a promise that the
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university would be relatively generous with the aid extended
to athletes and he proceeded to make maximum use of the
material at hand. Probably no school in the nation ever set out
on a "big time" athletic program with such handicaps. We were
located at a distance from great population centers, in a city of
20,000 people, with athletic interests divided between three
colleges and a high school that had a following almost as great
as that of the colleges combined. Could Rockne's Notre Dame
teams have brought crowds under such conditions?
The coach began with a determination that, if the program
did not succeed financially, it would not be Frank Kimbrough's
fault. A master of football technique and strategy, and exacting disciplinarian (during his regime not all the students who
got spankings were freshmen), and a born leader of men, Kimbrough applied his superb physical and mental energies with a
singleness of purpose that I have never seen surpassed. His aim
was to turn out winning teams; and how his teams did win! For
six years his highly trained and versatile teams in both football
and basketball surpassed any records that the campus had
known. In six seasons of football coaching, 1935-1940, he won
47 games, lost 8, and tied 3, and his record in basketball was
nearly as good.
For those of us fortunate enough to secure such work, weekly
extension classes were a great boon through which we added
several hundred dollars a year to our meager salaries from
1934 on to World War II. Hundreds of teachers who needed to
continue their schooling found that their depression pay would
not enable them to go back to college but that they could get
together enough money to pay the tuition on an extension
course. Thus, I was able to join D. M. Wiggins in an extension
class in 1934-35; and thereafter at Roby, Haskell, or Coleman I
went with Robert A. Collins to a class once a week. Although
the weekly drive of a hundred miles was strenuous, the students in those classes were so cordial and receptive that it was a
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delight to work with them. I solved the problem of providing
adequate reading material for these extension students by
adding my own books to those that could be spared from the
university library. In this way we used up some prized volumes; but is there a finer object to look upon and contemplate
than a book that has been worn out by honest use? At one time
or another during the depression years members of our faculty
held classes at Stamford, Anson, Sweetwater, Breckenridge,
Ballinger, San Angleo, Eastland, Roby, Haskell, Coleman, and
other points.
During more than half of the summers of the 1930's I was
fortunate enough to have an invitation to teach one or both
terms at the University of Texas. These appointments were not
only more remunerative than staying at home but the change
of work and environment that they afforded was truly inspiring. The summers at the University of Texas were as a vacation
for me, the only type of vacation that I could afford, a change of
work. The work there was hard and heavy — two large classes
of people who were exacting and expecting from a teacher
something more than the ordinary and half a dozen or more
masters thesis to direct. The thesis work called for unmeasured
hours of reading, correcting, suggesting, advising, and admonishing. More than once I sat up all night working to help a
student meet the deadline. These were worthy, earnest people,
so eager and so appreciative as to call forth the highest energy
and the greatest effort from one seeking to guide them.
From the summer school faculty also one caught the determination to accomplish things. If men such as Barker, Webb,
Ramsdell, and Hackett were away, as was often the case, there
were interesting visitors on hand: I think of E. E. Dale and A.
K. Christian of Oklahoma; of E. Merton Coulter of Georgia; W.
C. Binkley of Vanderbilt; James Barnes of Temple University;
and Julius Pratt, of the University of Buffalo. Notwithstanding the pressure of the work assigned me, I always managed to
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get in some research during those summers, without which I
never could have published a book.
The Comanche Barrier to South Plains Settlement, my first
book, was published by the Arthur H. Clark Company in 1933.
It was made possible by a small grant-in-aid by the Social
Science Research Council, matched by the university. Some
reviewers pronounced The Comanche Barrier the best history
of an Indian tribe that had been written up to that time. The
year following, Carl Coke Rister and I saw our Greater
Southwest brought off of the press by the Arthur H. Clark
Company. Neither of these books attracted a great deal of
attention. Some persons evidently deemed them worthwhile,
however for they are exceedingly rare and copies in good condition bring generous prices.
In passing, it seems pertinent to say that Rister stayed with
his field, the Anglo-American Southwest, and as a member of
the faculties of the University of Oklahoma and Texas Tech
University he became probably the most productive writer of
his age in that field. I was always involved in administration
and was not able to become separated from it for long. Still, I
kept up my research and writing, even though the amount
done was slight. Often I excuse myself for meager accomplishments on the ground that I do not have time for more and better
work. In that connection, however, I think of the admonition
Coach Frank Bridges once gave a student, when he was chiding
him about his poor grades and the young man said that he just
did not have time to do any studying. "Time!" said Bridges,
"Why you have just wasted thirty minutes around this office
this morning."
A practical joke of that day reminded us that student pranks
could be in keeping with the most modern features. Burneal
Scott was an excellent student, proficient equally in physics
and speech. In his room was a radio wired so that, concealed in
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another room near by, he could supplement the station broadcasts with his own comments. Thus, when the news was not
exciting, he could spike it up with his own "special bulletins."
So, one day when the door of his room was open, the speaker
was turned high, and a certain student (whose name I cannot
be sure of) not acquainted with the arrangement was approaching, Scott broke in with a special item that "had just reached
the station." The Cowboy Band bus had "overturned on a
mountain road near Tucson, Arizona. There were a number of
injuries and possibly several of the band men killed." A fuller
report would follow just as soon as the news was received. The
fact was that the Cowboy Band was in the West and the bus
might well have been near Tucson, Arizona, at that moment.
The young man for whose special benefit the "bulletin" had
been read, paled, mumbled "that's awful!" turned to the stairway, and soon was the center of a knot of men near the dormitory entrance. Some of the fellows were acquainted with the
broadcasting device, others, like their informant, took the lure
hook, line, and sinker. Somebody rushed to Mary Frances Hall.
There the report caused no little consternation, for some of the
girls had sweethearts on that bus. The "news" went over the
campus with the speed of a breeze, and the severity of the
imaginary calamity did not lessen with the telling. When word
of it reached Herschel Schooley, a veteran newspaper man, he
telephoned the radio station. They had heard nothing of it.
What did he himself know about it? He explained that the
report had been picked up by radio at Ferguson Hall and he
feared there was some foundation for it. Then Max Bentley,
distinguished editor and manager of the radio station, broadcast it as a report, not confirmed; but the station was seeking to
get it verified.
Now the fat was in the fire. I had often heard that "a lie will
run a mile while truth is lacing her shoes," but I had never
really comprehended the adage before. From all over town and
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from parents miles away came telephone calls. The hoax was
corrected by radio in a matter of minutes, but the calls kept
coming. When, after a day or two everybody was convinced that
the whole thing was a joke, complaints began to arrive that
such a thing was permitted to happen. About the best answer
was that we did not permit it; it just happened. I sent Scott
down to talk with Max Bentley, and after Bentley had pinned
his ears back there was little left for anybody else to do. I do not
know whether this experience accounted for his decision to be
an engineer and physicist (he has made a distinguished one)
rather than a radio announcer, or not. Perhaps it did!
As the traditional college senior day waned, a new type of
senior day showed up on the calendar. Early in 1934 D. M.
Wiggins returned from a visit to Baylor with the report that
during the preceding spring Baylor had invited to its campus
two or three thousand high school seniors, with results that
were encouraging. Yes, in those days church schools like state
schools and just about every other sort of schools were always
seeking more students. One should write more good students,
but we shall not go into that matter now. We needed more
students and we needed the stimulus of such a day; so we tried
out the idea of inviting to the Simmons Campus, for April 28,
1934, the high school seniors of this section of Texas. They
came; a host of them came. There were nearly a thousand
seniors and in addition half as many other persons, such as
parents, sponsors, high school juniors, and friends. High school
senior day thus became fixed in our program and was continued for many years.
The ladies of local churches, teachers, and wives of the faculty aided in the work and at times supplied much of the food.
Other friends donated money and beeves for the fifteen
hundred pounds of barbecue that was consumed. In later years
the Women's Missionary Unions of the various communities
sponsored the project and provided transportation. They have
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been still more enthusiastic in sponsoring another great campus in-gathering, the Young Women's Auxiliary House party,
now called Acteens. The girls stay over night and other young
people besides high school seniors are in attendance. Their
visit to the campus offers a good opportunity to enlist them as
students. Edgar M. Jackson, director of recruitment, maintains an effective program. During nearly any week end of the
year from thirty to forty guests, many of them prospective
students, will be on the campus. Larger groups are invited for
senior day (now held in the fall), the annual H-SU intercollegiate rodeo, and one or two other occasons.
At times, high school senior day was linked with high school
band contests, sponsored by the Cowboy Band. In 1937, thirty
bands vied for prizes, aggregating $1,000. So, by the aid of its
friends, the university fed on high school senior day several
hundred band boys in addition to the seniors and their crowd.
The year 1937 saw the advent of the Cowgirl Band, which
soon made for itself a firm position among campus organizations and took road trips from time to time. Harry Hayes was
its promoter and manager and Herbert Preston directed it. Its
initial success was made possible by featuring an unusual
array of talented young women: Ann Rader, xylophonist; Marijohn Melson, accordionist-singer; Katharyn Pruden, drum
major; Gloria Sadler, dancer; and Jean Vandervoort, trick
roper. Gloria Sadler had grown up on the stage, under the
direction of her father, Harley Sadler, one of the last of
America's great show men of the legitimate theatre outside of a
few metropolitan centers; and Marijohn Melson was destined
to become a radio entertainer of national reputation. As student entertainers, the other girls were good also, and the band
was greatly in demand.
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